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explorer wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined standard photographic depiction of
an electrical circuit. It reveals the elements of the circuit as streamlined shapes, and also the
power as well as signal links in between the devices. A wiring diagram typically offers
information concerning the family member setting and also plan of gadgets and terminals on
the devices, in order to help in building or servicing the device. A photographic layout would
show more information of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a more
symbolic notation to emphasize affiliations over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is
commonly used to repair issues and also to make sure that all the connections have been made
and that everything is present. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer
by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a type of schematic which utilizes abstract
pictorial signs to show all the interconnections of elements in a system. Electrical wiring
diagrams are made up of two things: signs that stand for the parts in the circuit, and also lines
that represent the connections in between them. Wiring layouts generally reveals the physical
position of elements as well as connections in the constructed circuit, but not necessarily in
logic order. To check out a wiring diagram, first you need to recognize exactly what basic
components are included in a wiring diagram, and also which photographic signs are made use
of to represent them. The common components in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply,
wire and link, outcome gadgets, buttons, resistors, reasoning entrance, lights, etc. A line
represents a wire. Cables are made use of to attach the components with each other. There
should be a legend on the wiring diagram to tell you just what each color indicates. Generally
circuits with more compared to 2 parts have two basic kinds of links: series as well as parallel.
A series circuit is a circuit in which parts are attached along a solitary path, so the current
circulations with one element to get to the following one. In a series circuit, voltages include up
for all elements attached in the circuit, and also currents are the very same with all parts. In a
parallel circuit, each tool is directly attached to the power source, so each gadget obtains the
exact same voltage. The present in an identical circuit flows along each parallel branch and

re-combines when the branches reunite. A great wiring diagram requires to be technically
appropriate as well as clear to read. Care for every detail. The representation ought to show the
appropriate instructions of the favorable as well as unfavorable terminals of each element. Use
the appropriate symbols. Find out the meanings of the basic circuit signs and pick the proper
ones to utilize. Draw linking cables as straight lines. Use a dot to suggest line joint, or use line
jumps to indicate cross lines that are not linked. Tag parts such as resistors and also capacitors
with their worths. Make certain the text placement looks clean. The automotive wiring harness
in a Ford Explorer is becoming increasing more complicated and more difficult to identify due to
the installation of more advanced automotive electrical wiring. One of the most difficult jobs is
figuring out where wiring for remote start, remote starter, remote vehicle starter, remote car
starter, remote auto starter, remote automotive starter, remote auto starter or remote start
module should be connected to on your Ford Explorer. The Modified Life staff has taken every
Ford Explorer remote start wiring diagram, Ford Explorer remote start wireing diagram, Ford
Explorer remote starter wiring diagram, Ford Explorer remote starter diagram, Ford Explorer
wiring for remote start, Ford Explorer remote start wire diagram, Ford Explorer remote starter
wiring diagram, Ford Explorer remote start install diagram and cataloged them online for use by
our visitors for free. Our remote start wiring schematics allow you to enjoy remote car starting
for an air conditioned cabin in the summer and remote vehicle starting for a warm interior in the
winter. Stop spending countless hours trying to figure out which remote start wires go to which
Ford Explorer electrical module or automotive harness. Use of the Ford Explorer wiring diagram
is at your own risk. Always verify all wires, wire colors and diagrams before applying any
information found here to your Ford Explorer. If you would like to help the Modified Life
community by adding any missing Ford Explorer information or adding a new remote car starter
wiring schematic to our resource, please feel free and post it at the bottom of this page. Your
email address will not be published. Skip to content. Adding More Information If you would like
to help the Modified Life community by adding any missing Ford Explorer information or adding
a new remote car starter wiring schematic to our resource, please feel free and post it at the
bottom of this page. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published.
Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified
shapes, and the power and signal associates together with the devices. A wiring diagram
usually gives suggestion not quite the relative slant and covenant of devices and terminals
upon the devices, to back up in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would feat
more detail of the living thing appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more figurative
notation to highlight interconnections greater than instinctive appearance. A wiring diagram is
often used to troubleshoot problems and to create determined that all the links have been made
and that whatever is present. Architectural wiring diagrams operate the approximate locations
and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and enduring electrical facilities in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use standard symbols for wiring
devices, usually alternating from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not
single-handedly take steps where something is to be installed, but plus what type of device is
physical installed. For example, a surface ceiling roomy is shown by one symbol, a recessed
ceiling light has a alternative symbol, and a surface fluorescent open has marginal symbol.
Each type of switch has a substitute fable and in view of that accomplish the various outlets.
There are symbols that act out the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and
thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to
accept association of the dwelling to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will
afterward combine panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for
special facilities such as blaze alarm or closed circuit television or other special services.
Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category
only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website.
These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. This website uses
cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you
wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve
your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of

these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Each component ought to be placed and linked to other parts in specific way. In
order to be certain that the electric circuit is constructed properly, Ford Explorer Radio Wiring
Diagram is demanded. How can this diagram aid with circuit building? The diagram offers visual
representation of an electric structure. However, this diagram is a simplified version of this
structure. It makes the process of assembling circuit simpler. The first element is emblem that
indicate electric component in the circuit. A circuit is generally composed by numerous
components. Another thing that you will see a circuit diagram would be traces. Lines in the
diagram show exactly how every element connects to a another. The arrangement is also not
logical, unlike wiring schematics. Diagram only reveals where to place component at a place
relative to other components within the circuit. Even though it is exemplary, diagram is a good
basis for everyone to build their own circuit. One thing you have to learn before studying a
circuit diagram would be the symbols. The most common elements are capacitor, resistor, and
battery. Additionally, there are other elements such as floor, switch, engine, and inductor. All of
it rides on circuit that is being assembled. Sometimes, the wires will cross. But, it does not
imply connection between the cables. Injunction of two wires is generally indicated by black dot
in the junction of two lines. There will be main lines that are represented by L1, L2, L3, and so
on. Colors are also used to differentiate wires. Usually, there are two main sorts of circuit
connections. The primary one is called string connection. Because of that the electrical current
in each and every part is similar while voltage of the circuit is total of voltage in every
component. Parallel connection is much more complex than the series one. Unlike in string
connection, the voltage of every component is comparable. This circuit contains branches
which are passed by distinct electrical current levels. The current joins together when the
branches meet. There are lots of things that an engineer should look closely at when drawing
wirings diagram. First of all, the symbols used in the diagram ought to be precise. It should
represent the specific element needed to construct a planned circuit. Meanwhile, the negative
supply symbol is place below it. The current flows from the left side to right. Besides this,
diagram drawer is advised to limit the amount of line crossing. The line and component
placement ought to be designed to lessen it. Because you can see drawing and translating Ford
Explorer Radio Wiring Diagram can be a complicated undertaking on itself. The advice and tips
that have been elaborated above ought to be a fantastic kick start, though. Each component
should be set and connected withâ€¦. True Freezer T 49F Wiring Diagram â€” true freezer model
t 49f wiring diagram, true freezer tf wiring diagram, true t 49 freezer wiring diagram, Every
electrical arrangement is composed of various distinct parts. Each part should be placed and
linked to different parts inâ€¦. Pool Pump Wiring Diagram â€” v pool pump wiring diagram,
century pool pump wiring diagram, hayward pool pump wiring diagram, Every electrical
arrangement consists of various different parts. Each part ought to be placed and linked to
other parts in particular manner. If not, theâ€¦. Related Post to Ford Explorer Radio Wiring
Diagram 7 Way Rv Wiring Diagram 7 Way Rv Wiring Diagram â€” 7 way camper plug wiring
diagram, 7 way rv flat blade trailer side wiring diagram, 7 way rv flat blade wiring diagram, Every
electric structure is composed of various diverse pieces. Nest 3Rd Generation Wiring Diagram.
Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of ford explorer wiring schematic. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined standard pictorial depiction of an electrical circuit. It reveals the elements of the
circuit as simplified shapes, and also the power as well as signal connections between the
devices. A wiring diagram usually provides information concerning the family member position
and setup of tools and terminals on the gadgets, to aid in building or servicing the tool. A
pictorial representation would reveal more detail of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram
utilizes a more symbolic symbols to emphasize affiliations over physical appearance. A wiring
diagram is typically made use of to repair problems and also to make certain that the
connections have actually been made which everything exists. Variety of ford explorer wiring
schematic. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on
the image. Building electrical wiring layouts reveal the approximate locations and also
interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and long-term electric solutions in a structure.
Adjoining cord courses might be revealed approximately, where particular receptacles or
components must get on an usual circuit. Electrical wiring layouts utilize common icons for
circuitry devices, generally various from those made use of on schematic diagrams. The electric
signs not just show where something is to be installed, however also exactly what kind of
gadget is being mounted. A surface ceiling light is revealed by one symbol, a recessed ceiling
light has a various icon, and also a surface fluorescent light has an additional symbol. Each sort
of switch has a different symbol as well as so do the different outlets. There are icons that
reveal the place of smoke alarm, the doorbell chime, as well as thermostat. On huge jobs signs
may be numbered to reveal, as an example, the panel board and also circuit to which the device

links, and to recognize which of a number of sorts of fixture are to be installed at that place. A
set of electrical wiring representations may be called for by the electrical evaluation authority to
approve connection of the house to the general public electrical supply system. Wiring
representations will certainly likewise consist of panel timetables for circuit breaker
panelboards, and riser layouts for unique solutions such as fire alarm system or closed circuit
television or other unique solutions. Ad vertisements. In this article, we consider the
third-generation Ford Explorer U , produced from to Here you will find fuse box diagrams of
Ford Explorer , and , get information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and
learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout and relay. These relays are located on the
reverse side of the passenger compartment fuse panel. Pull the panel cover outward to access
the fuses. Engine compartment The power distribution box is located in the engine
compartment. The relay box is located on the front right fender well. The relay box is located on
the rear passenger side quarter trim panel. How to check the fuses? How to replace a blown
fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents. Fuse box location.
Fuse box diagrams. Learn more: How to check the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we
give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that
you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Delayed acc. Brake pedal position switch, Driver brake
applied relay, Redundant cruise deactivate switch. Mode-Temperature actuator for auxiliary
climate control, Trailer tow battery charge coil. Quick Links. See also: Owner's Manual , User
Manual. Table of Contents. Instrument Cluster. Warning And Control Lights. Entertainment
Systems. Climate Controls. Auxiliary Passenger Climate Control. Rear Window Defroster. Driver
Controls. Steering Wheel Adjustment. Power Windows. Locks And Security. Anti-Theft System.
Owners Guide postfmt. USA fus. Automobile Ford Explorer Owner's Manual pages. Ford may
change the contents without notice and without incurring obligation. Page 4: Introduction State
of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. Please take the time
to get well acquainted with your vehicle by reading this handbook. The more you know and
understand about your vehicle, the greater the safety and pleasure you will derive from driving
it. In this guide, answers to such questions are contained in comments highlighted by the
warning triangle symbol. These comments should be read and observed. Page 6 In order to
properly diagnose and service your vehicle, Ford Motor Company, Ford of Canada, and service
and repair facilities may access vehicle diagnostic information through a direct connection to
your vehicle when diagnosing or servicing your vehicle. To access this information, special
equipment must be directly connected to the recording modules. Ford Motor Company and Ford
of Canada do not access event data recorder information without obtaining consent, Page 8
Introduction These are some of the symbols you may see on your vehicle. Many lights will
illuminate when you start your vehicle to make sure the bulb works. If the light is blinking,
engine misfire is occurring which could damage your catalytic converter. Drive in a moderate
fashion avoid heavy acceleration and deceleration and have your vehicle serviced immediately.
Page 12 Instrument Cluster Air bag readiness: If this light fails to illuminate when ignition is
turned to ON, continues to flash or remains on, have the system serviced immediately. A chime
will also sound when a malfunction in the supplemental restraint system has been detected.
Overdrive off: Illuminates when the overdrive function of the transmission has been turned off,
refer to the Driving chapter. If the light flashes steadily or does not illuminate, have the
transmission serviced soon, or damage may occur. Page 15 Instrument Cluster Speedometer:
Indicates the current vehicle speed. Engine coolant temperature gauge: Indicates engine
coolant temperature. If it enters the red section, the engine is overheating. Stop the vehicle as
soon as safely possible, switch off the engine and let the engine cool. Tachometer: Indicates the
engine speed in revolutions per minute. Driving with your tachometer pointer continuously at
the top of the scale may damage the engine. Battery voltage gauge: Indicates the battery
voltage when the ignition is in the ON position. Page 17 Instrument Cluster Fuel gauge:
Indicates approximately how much fuel is left in the fuel tank when the ignition is in the ON
position. The fuel gauge may vary slightly when the vehicle is in motion or on a grade. The
arrow next to the fuel pump icon indicates which side of the vehicle the fuel filler door is
located. Page 20 Due to technical incompatibility, certain recordable and re-recordable compact
discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD players. Irregular shaped CDs, CDs with
a scratch protection film attached, and CDs with homemade paper adhesive labels should not
be inserted into the CD player. The label may peel and cause the CD to become jammed. Your
Audiophile radio comes equipped with Satellite ready capability. The kit to enable Satellite
reception is available through your Ford dealer. Detailed Satellite instructions are included with
the dealer installed kit. Press SEL to scroll through settings. Page 23 Audiophile radio comes
equipped with Satellite Ready capability. The kit to enable the Satellite reception is available
through your Ford dealer. Detailed satellite instructions are included with the dealer installed

kit. Dealer installed satellite kit only available in the continental United States. Page 24 Due to
technical incompatibility, certain recordable and re-recordable compact discs may not function
correctly when used in Ford CD players. Page 26 Due to technical incompatibility, certain
recordable and re-recordable compact discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD
players. Page 28 Entertainment Systems Press to play tracks in random order. Press again to
disable. Press to bring soft and loud passages together for a more consistent listening level.
Page 29 Entertainment Systems Page 31 Entertainment Systems 3. AUX: This function is not
operational. EJ: Press to eject a CD. Page 32 Entertainment Systems volume setting. The level
will appear in the display. Radio volume changes automatically and slightly with vehicle speed
to compensate for road and wind noise. Recommended level is 1â€”3. Level 0 turns the feature
off and level 7 is the maximum setting. Page 33 Due to technical incompatibility, certain
recordable and re-recordable compact discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD
players. Page 34 Due to technical incompatibility, certain recordable and re-recordable compact
discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD players. Page 35 Entertainment Systems
become jammed. It is recommended that homemade CDs be identified with permanent felt tip
marker rather than adhesive labels. Ballpoint pens may damage CDs. Please contact your dealer
for further information. The radio will resume playing. Page 36 Entertainment Systems
Recommended level is 1â€”3. Page 37 Entertainment Systems Press TEXT to scroll through the
text fields. The display will scroll through all of the text in the current field before changing to
the next field. Page 38 Entertainment Systems Scan: Press to hear a brief sampling of all
listenable stations, tape selections or CD tracks. Page 40 Entertainment Systems 3. Press EJ
and a memory preset to eject a specific disc. Press and hold to eject all loaded discs. Page 41
Entertainment Systems Traffic: Allows you to hear traffic broadcasts. Traffic information is not
available in most U. Page 43 12 cm audio compact discs only. Due to technical incompatibility,
certain recordable and re-recordable compact discs may not function correctly when used in
Ford CD players. Page 45 Due to technical incompatibility, certain recordable and re-recordable
compact discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD players. Temperature
selection: Controls the temperature of the airflow in the vehicle. Air flow selections: Controls
the direction of the airflow in the vehicle. See the following for a brief description on each
control. Recirculation control: Cools the vehicle more quickly by recirculating the cabin air
instead of using outside air and helps prevent unpleasant outside odors or fumes from entering
the vehicle. Page 49 Climate Controls : Distributes outside air through the windshield defroster
vents. Page 51 Climate Controls Auxiliary system if equipped Your vehicle may be equipped
with auxiliary climate controls. These allow the front or rear seat passengers to control airflow
direction, temperature and fan level of the rear compartment to quickly heat or cool the entire
vehicle. Front auxiliary controls: 1. Page 52 Climate Controls Rear auxiliary controls if equipped
: Once the front auxiliary control is set to REAR, the rear seat passengers may use the rear
auxiliary controls in the overhead console to make the desired adjustments. Temperature
control: Determines temperature levels. Press the rear defroster control to clear the rear window
of thin ice and fog. The ignition must be in the 3 ON position to operate the rear window
defroster. Turns on the parking lamps, instrument panel lamps, license plate lamps and tail
lamps. Turns the headlamps on. Autolamp system if equipped The autolamp system sets the
headlamps to turn on and off automatically. Always remember to turn on your headlamps at
dusk or during inclement weather. Page 57 Lights 3. Turn on the low beam headlamps. The
brightest part of the light should be below the horizontal line 4. If it is above the line the
headlamp will need to be adjusted. Open the hood. Locate the vertical adjuster for each
headlamp. Page 59 Lights Replacing the interior bulbs Check the operation of the bulbs
frequently. To replace any of the interior bulbs, see a dealer or qualified technician. Using the
right bulbs Replacement bulbs are specified in the chart below. Page 60 Lights Replacing
headlamp bulbs Do not touch the glass of a halogen bulb. Turn off the headlamps and open the
hood. Pry up the two retainer pins until they stop to release the headlamp assembly from the
vehicle, then pull headlamp forward. Turn off the headlamp switch to off. Remove headlamp
screw from the bulb assembly. Disengage lamp assembly. Rotate the bulb socket
counterclockwise and remove it from the lamp assembly. Page 62 Lights Replacing foglamp
bulbs 1. Make sure the headlamp switch is in the OFF position. Remove the plastic splash
shield by removing the two screws on the front of the fenderwell. Remove the bulb socket from
the foglamp by turning it counterclockwise. Speed dependent wipers: When the wiper control is
on, the speed of the wipers will automatically adjust with the vehicle speed. Page 64 Driver
Controls Changing the wiper blades 1. Pull the wiper arm away from the vehicle. Turn the blade
at an angle from the wiper arm. Push the lock pin manually to release the blade and pull the
wiper blade down toward the windshield to remove it from the arm. Page 65 Driver Controls Lift
the lever back to its original position to lock the steering column. Never adjust the steering

column when the vehicle is moving. Page 66 Driver Controls Cell phone use The use of Mobile
Communications Equipment has become increasingly important in the conduct of business and
personal affairs. Mobile Communications can enhance personal safety and security when
appropriately used, particularly in emergency situations. Page 67 Driver Controls Storage
compartment Press the latch to open the storage compartment. Page 68 Driver Controls
Illuminated visor mirror if equipped Lift the mirror cover to turn on the visor mirror lamps. Slide
on rod feature Rotate the visor towards the side window and extend it rearward for additional
sunlight coverage. Note: To stow the visor back into the headliner, visor must be retracted
before moving it back towards the windshield. Do not hold the lighter in with your hand while it
is heating, this will damage the lighter element and socket. The lighter will be released from its
heating position when it is ready to be used. Page Mirrors Driver Controls Window lock The
window lock feature allows only the driver to operate the power windows. Press the right side to
restore the window controls. Accessory delay With accessory delay, the window switches,
audio system and moon roof may be used for up to ten minutes after the ignition switch is
turned to Page 71 Driver Controls Fold-away mirrors Pull the side mirrors in carefully when
driving through a narrow space, like an automatic car wash. Automatic dimming rear view
mirror Your vehicle may be equipped with an inside rear view mirror with an auto-dimming
feature. When the auto-dimming mirror is turned on, as indicated by an illuminated green LED to
the left of the button on Page Speed Control Driver Controls Never adjust the accelerator and
brake pedal with feet on the pedals while the vehicle is moving. This will automatically return
the vehicle to the previously set speed. Page 77 Driver Controls To open the moon roof: The
moon roof is equipped with an automatic, one-touch, express opening feature. Press and
release the rear portion of the control. To stop motion at any time during the one-touch opening,
press the control again. A garage door which cannot detect an object, signaling the door to stop
and reverse, does not meet current U. Page 79 Driver Controls 3. Simultaneously press and hold
both the HomeLink and hand-held transmitter button. Do not release the buttons until Step 4
has been completed. Release both buttons. Do not hold for longer that 30 seconds. Page 82
Driver Controls Compass The compass reading may be affected when you drive near large
buildings, bridges, power lines and powerful broadcast antennas. Magnetic or metallic objects
placed in, on or near the vehicle may also affect compass accuracy. Usually, when something
affects the compass readings, the compass will correct itself after a few days of operating your
vehicle in normal conditions. Page Message Center Driver Controls 6. Continue to press until
ZONE appears in the instrument cluster display, then release. The display should show the
current zone number. Press until the desired zone number appears. The display will flash and
then return to normal operation. Page 85 Driver Controls degrees between adjacent zones and
will become noticeable as the vehicle crosses multiple zones. A correct zone setting will
eliminate this error. Page 86 Driver Controls 9. This will take up to three circles to complete
calibration. The compass is now calibrated. To operate the Trip Elapsed Drive Time perform the
following: 1. Page 89 Driver Controls Oil Change 1. Language 1. Page 90 Driver Controls The
sequence of the system check report and how it appears in the message center is as follows: 1.
Page 91 Driver Controls Warning display Status Check engine temperature Warning returns
after 10 minutes Transmission overheated Check transmission Low fuel level Check fuel cap
Check charging system Low brake fluid level Low oil pressure Warning-tire very low if equipped
ETC-engine failsafe mode Check tire pressure if equipped Warning returns after the ignition key
is turned from Displayed as an early reminder of a low fuel condition. Displayed when the fuel
filler cap is not properly installed. Check the fuel filler cap for proper installation. Refer to Fuel
filler cap in the Maintenance and Specifications chapter. Indicates the washer fluid reservoir is
less than one quarter full. Check the washer fluid level. Refer to Windshield washer fluid in the
Maintenance and Specifications chapter. Page 94 Driver Controls 3. Make sure that the mat does
not interfere with the operation of the accelerator or the brake pedal. This will also reduce the
risk of passengers and cargo falling out. Page 97 Driver Controls 5 passenger stowage: When
the lid is open, it will stand up on its own. To open, lift the release handle and the lid. To close,
lower the lid, lift the release handle and press down on the lid. Always carry a spare key with
you in case of an emergency. Your keys are programmed to your vehicle; using a
non-programmed key will not permit your vehicle to start. If you lose your dealer supplied keys,
replacement keys are available through your authorized dealer. The childproof locks are located
on rear edge of each rear door and must be set separately for each door. Page Locks and
Security The remote entry system allows you to lock or unlock all vehicle doors and liftgate and
open the liftgate window without a key. Page Locks and Security 2. Press and release again
within three seconds to confirm that all the doors are closed and locked. Note: The doors will
lock again, the horn will chirp and the lamps flash once. Note: If any door, the liftgate or the
liftgate glass are not closed properly, the horn will make two quick chirps. Page Locks and

Security Deactivating the memory seat feature To deactivate this feature: 1. Page Locks and
Security Note: Replacement of the battery will not cause the remote transmitter to become
deprogrammed from your vehicle. The remote transmitter should operate normally after battery
replacement. Replacing lost remote entry transmitters If you would like to have your remote
entry transmitter reprogrammed because you lost one, or would like to buy additional remote
entry transmitters, you can either reprogram them yourself, or take all remote entry transmitters
to your authorized dealer for Page Locks and Security Illuminated entry The interior lamps
illuminate when the remote entry system is used to unlock the door s or sound the personal
alarm. Enter the factory set code. Enter your personal 5-digit code. Each number must be
entered within five seconds of each other. If the procedure needs to be repeated, you must wait
30 seconds. Turn the ignition to the 3 ON position. Page Note: The SecuriLock passive anti-theft
system is not compatible with non-Ford aftermarket remote start systems. Use of these systems
may result in vehicle starting problems and a loss of security protection. Note: Large metallic
objects, electronic devices that are used to purchase gasoline or similar items, or a second
coded key on the same key chain may cause vehicle starting issues. The theft indicator will
flash every two seconds when the vehicle is armed. Automatic disarming Switching the ignition
to the 3 ON position with a coded key disarms the vehicle. Page Locks and Security Please read
and understand the entire procedure before you begin. Insert the first previously programmed
coded key into the ignition. Keep the ignition in the 3 ON position for at least three seconds, but
no more than 10 seconds. Do not pile cargo higher than the seatbacks to reduce the risk of
injury in a collision or sudden stop. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Push control to lower
head restraint. Always drive and ride with your seatback upright and the lap belt snug and low
across the hips. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Before returning the seatback to its original
position, make sure that cargo or any objects are not trapped behind the seatback. After
returning the seatback to its original position, pull on the seatback to ensure that it has fully
latched. An unlatched seat may become dangerous in the event of a sudden stop or collision.
Page Seating and Safety Restraints Press front to raise or lower the front portion of the seat
cushion. Press rear to raise or lower the rear portion of the seat cushion. Press the control to
move the seat forward, backward, up or down. A position can only be set or recalled when the
transmission gearshift is in P Park or N Neutral. A memory seat position may be programmed at
any time. Page Seating and Safety Restraints 1. Pull upward on the release handle to cycle the
seats to the load-floor position. Rotate the seatback downward into the load floor position.
Press down on the top outboard area of the seatback until a click is heard. Page Seating and
Safety Restraints Adjusting the 2nd row recline The 2nd row reclines for additional comfort. To
adjust the 2nd row recline, pull the handle forward and push the seat back rearward. Locate the
lever on the top left of the seatback. Pull the lever up and push the seatback toward the front of
the vehicle. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Lower the head restraints before putting the
seat in the stowed position. To put seat in stowed position: 1. Pull the seat release lever located
on top of the seatback while pushing the seatback down onto the seat cushion. Pull the seat
release lever located on top of the seatback while lifting the seatback into the upright position.
The seatback will latch into place. The third row seat is equipped with combination lap and
shoulder belts in both seating positions. Page Seating and Safety Restraints safety belt
pretensioner activation depending upon safety belt usage. Refer to Safety restraints section in
this chapter. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Safety restraints precautions Always drive and
ride with your seatback upright and the lap belt snug and low across the hips. To reduce the
risk of injury, make sure children sit in the back seat where they can be properly restrained.
Never let a passenger hold a child on his or her lap while the vehicle is moving. Page Seating
and Safety Restraints Safety belts and seats can become hot in a vehicle that has been closed
up in sunny weather; they could burn a small child. Check seat covers and buckles before you
place a child anywhere near them. All of the passenger combination lap and shoulder belts have
two types of locking modes described below: Vehicle sensitive mode This is the normal
retractor mode, which allows free shoulder belt length adjustment to your movements and
locking in response to vehicle movement. As the belt retracts, you will hear a clicking sound.
Page Seating and Safety Restraints Safety belt height adjustment Your vehicle has safety belt
height adjustments for the front and second row outboard seating positions. Adjust the height
of the shoulder belt so the belt rests across the middle of your shoulder. To adjust the shoulder
belt height, squeeze the button and slide the height adjuster up or down. Page Seating and
Safety Restraints The following are reasons most often given for not wearing safety belts All
statistics based on U. Sitting on the safety belt will increase the risk of injury in an accident. To
disable one-time or deactivate the BeltMinder feature please follow the directions stated below.
Page if equipped , shoulder belt guide on seatback if equipped , child safety seat LATCH and
tether anchors, and attaching hardware, should be inspected after a collision. Ford Motor

Company recommends that all safety belt assemblies in use in vehicles involved in a collision
be replaced. Page Do not attempt to service, repair, or modify the airbag supplemental restraint
systems or its fuses. See your Ford or Lincoln Mercury dealer. Modifications to the front end of
the vehicle, including frame, Page Seating and Safety Restraints Children and airbags Children
must always be properly restrained. Accident statistics suggest that children are safer when
properly restrained in the rear seating positions than in the front seating position. Failure to
follow these instructions may increase the risk of injury in a collision. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints The airbags inflate and deflate rapidly upon activation. After airbag deployment, it is
normal to notice a smoke-like, powdery residue or smell the burnt propellant. This may consist
of cornstarch, talcum powder to lubricate the bag or sodium compounds e. The diagnostic
module monitors its own internal circuits and the supplemental airbag electrical system wiring
including the impact sensors , the system wiring, the airbag system readiness light, the airbag
back up power and the airbag ignitors. Page Do not attempt to service, repair, or modify the
Safety Canopy system, its fuses, the A, B, or C pillar trim, or the headliner on a vehicle
containing a Safety Canopy. All occupants of the vehicle including the driver should always The
design and development of the Safety Canopy system included recommended testing
procedures that were developed by a group of automotive safety experts known as the Side
Airbag Technical Working Group. Page Seating and Safety Restraints The Safety Canopy is
mounted to the roof side-rail sheet metal, behind the headliner, above the first and second row
seats. In certain lateral collisions or rollover events, the Safety Canopy system will be activated,
regardless of which seats are occupied. The Safety Canopy designed to inflate between the side
window area and occupants to further enhance protection provided in side impact collisions
and rollover events. The tone pattern will repeat periodically until the problem and light are
repaired. Page To improve the fit of both the lap and shoulder belt on children who have
outgrown child safety seats, Ford Motor Company recommends use of a belt-positioning
booster. Booster seats position a child so that safety belts fit better. They lift the child up so
that the lap belt rests low across the hips and the knees bend comfortably. Page Seating and
Safety Restraints The shoulder belt should cross the chest, resting snugly on the center of the
shoulder. The lap belt should rest low and snug across the hips, never up high across the
stomach. If the booster seat slides on the vehicle seat, placing a rubberized mesh sold as shelf
or carpet liner under the booster seat may improve this condition. Page 80 lb. Ford recommends
the use of a child safety seat having a top tether strap. Page Seating and Safety Restraints
Installing child safety seats with combination lap and shoulder belts Airbags can kill or injure a
child in a child seat. NEVER place a rear-facing child seat in front of an active airbag. If you
must use a forward-facing child seat in the front seat, move the seat all the way back. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints 3. Be sure the belt webbing is not twisted. Insert the belt tongue
into the proper buckle the buckle closest to the direction the tongue is coming from for that
seating position until Page Seating and Safety Restraints 7. Pull the lap belt portion across the
child seat toward the buckle and pull up on the shoulder belt while pushing down with your
knee on the child seat. Allow the safety belt to retract to remove any slack in the belt. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints The rear seats of your vehicle are equipped with built-in tether
strap anchors located behind the seats as shown below. Clip the tether strap to the anchor. If
the tether strap is clipped incorrectly, the child safety seat may not be retained properly in the
event of a collision. In a crash, one anchor may not be strong enough to hold two child safety
seat attachments and may break, causing serious injury or death. They snap onto the LATCH
lower anchors in the seat to help attach a child seat with rigid attachments. Utility vehicles and
trucks are not designed for cornering at speeds as high as passenger cars any more than
low-slung sports cars are designed Page Tires, Wheels and Loading Power is supplied to all
four wheels through a transfer case or power transfer unit. Information on transfer case
operation and shifting procedures can be found in the Driving chapter. Page 10 to 12 inches or
limited production tires as defined in Title 49 Code of Federal Regulations Part Department of
Transportation-Tire quality grades: The U. Department of Transportation requires Ford Motor
Company to give you the following information about tire grades exactly as the government has
written it. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading government test course. The relative performance of
tires depends upon the actual conditions of their use, however, and may depart significantly
from the norm due to variations in driving habits, service practices, and differences in road
characteristics and climate. Page if equipped , at least monthly and before long trips. You are
strongly urged to buy a reliable tire pressure gauge, as automatic service station gauges may
be inaccurate. Ford recommends the use of a digital or dial type tire pressure gauge rather than
a stick type tire pressure gauge. Page Always inflate your tires to the Ford recommended
inflation pressure even if it is less than the maximum inflation pressure information found on
the tire. Page such as P-metric versus LT-metric or all-season versus all-terrain as those

originally provided by Ford Motor Company. Use of any tire or wheel not recommended by Ford
Motor Company can affect the safety and performance of your vehicle, which could result in an
increased risk of loss of vehicle control, vehicle rollover, personal injury and death. Page
Changing Tires Tires, Wheels and Loading The installation of replacement tires with steel cord
body plies in the tire sidewall may cause malfunction of the Tire Pressure Monitoring System
TPMS , and is not recommended cord material information is molded on the tire sidewall.
Additionally, if your vehicle was originally equipped with run-flat tires, replacing them with tires
that are not identical to those originally fitted may cause malfunction of the TPMS, and is not
recommended. Page Ford. If the dissimilar spare tire or wheel is damaged, it should be replaced
rather than repaired. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading Location of the spare tire and tools The
spare tire and tools for your vehicle are stowed in the following locations: Tool Location Spare
tire Under the vehicle, just in front of the rear bumper. The spare tire winch drive nut is located
at the rear center of the cargo area under a lid. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading Rotate the
wrench socket out from the handle. Removing the spare tire Do not use an impact wrench on
the winch drive nut. This will damage the spare tire winch. Open the cover from the carpeting on
cargo floor to expose the winch drive nut. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading 3. Turn the wrench
counterclockwise until the tire is lowered to the ground and the cable has slack. When turning
the wrench, make sure that it does not scuff the kick plate. Slide the tire rearward, lift one side
and remove the retainer from the spare tire. Assemble the jack handle extension on the lug nut
wrench by sliding the square end of the jack handle through the plastic grommet on the lug nut
wrench and into the square hole on the other side. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading To lessen
the risk of personal injury, do not put any part of your body under the vehicle while changing a
tire. Do not start the engine when your vehicle is on the jack. The jack is only meant for
changing the tire. Use only Ford recommended replacement fasteners. Installing wheels without
correct metal-to-metal contact at the wheel mounting surfaces can cause the wheel nuts to
loosen and the wheel to come off while the vehicle is in motion, resulting in loss of control.
Page Tires, Wheels and Loading 4. If you change your wheel size, you will have to purchase new
tires to match the new wheel diameter. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading 8. The next two
numbers or letters are the plant code designating where it was manufactured, the next two are
the tire size code and the last four numbers represent the week and year the tire was built. The
cold inflation pressure should never be set lower than the recommended pressure on the
vehicle label. The tire suppliers may have additional markings, notes or warnings such as
standard load, radial tubeless, etc. Note: The temporary tire size for your vehicle may be
different from this example. Here are some of the important maintenance items: Tire wear
Measure and inspect the tire tread on all your tires periodically. Advanced and unusual tire wear
can reduce the ability of tread to grip the road in adverse wet, snowy, etc. Have a qualified
technician at a Ford or Lincoln Mercury dealer check the wheel alignment periodically. Page
Tires, Wheels and Loading The tires should also be balanced periodically. An unbalanced tire
and wheel assembly may result in irregular tire wear. Tire rotation Rotating your tires at the
recommended interval as indicated in the scheduled maintenance information that comes with
your vehicle will help your tires wear more evenly, providing better tire performance and longer
tire life. Page Sometimes irregular tire wear can be corrected by rotating the tires. Note: If your
tires show uneven wear ask a qualified technician at a Ford or Lincoln Mercury dealership to
check for and correct any wheel misalignment, tire imbalance or mechanical problem involved
before tire rotation. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading The tire pressure should be checked
periodically at least monthly using an accurate tire gauge, refer to Inspecting and inflating your
tires in this chapter. Understanding your Tire Pressure Monitoring System TPMS The Tire
Pressure Monitoring System measures pressure in your four road tires and sends the tire
pressure readings to your vehicle every minute while you are driving and once an hour when
your vehicle is parked. Page Solid Warning Light 1. Check your tire pressure to ensure they are
properly inflated, refer to Inspecting and inflating your tires in this chapter. Ford recommends
the use of a digital or dial type tire pressure gauge rather than a stick type tire pressure gauge
for increased accuracy. Page Tire Inflation Tires, Wheels and Loading therefore it may take up
to a minute for the light to turn off after you have filled your tires to the recommended tire
pressure. Page Vehicle Loading The tires on your vehicle have all-weather treads to provide
traction in rain and snow. However, in some climates, using snow tires or traction devices may
be necessary. See your dealer or qualified service technician for more information on tire cables
for your vehicle. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading capability, with or without a trailer. Properly
loading your vehicle will provide maximum return of vehicle design performance. When towing,
trailer tongue load or king pin weight is also part of cargo weight. Consult your dealership or
the RV and Trailer Towing Guide provided by your dealership for more detailed information.
Page Tires, Wheels and Loading 6. If your vehicle will be towing a trailer, load from your trailer

will be transferred to your vehicle. Consult this manual to determine how this reduces the
available cargo and luggage load capacity of your vehicle. Loaded vehicles may handle
differently than unloaded vehicles. Do not exceed the maximum loads listed on the Safety
Compliance Certification label. For definitions of terms used in this table and instructions on
how to calculate your vehicle load, refer to Vehicle loading in this chapter. Contact your local
Ford dealership for assistance in proper trailer tow wiring installation. Additional electrical
equipment may be required. When turning, make wider turns so the trailer wheels will clear
curbs and other obstacles. ACC, allows the electrical accessories such as the radio to operate
while the engine is not running. Make sure the corresponding lights illuminate or illuminate
briefly. If a light fails to illuminate, have the vehicle serviced. Page Driving Starting the engine 1.
If there is difficulty in turning the key, rotate the steering wheel until the key turns freely. Page
Brakes Driving If the engine fails to start using the preceding instructions flexible fuel vehicles
only 1. When the engine starts, release the key, then gradually release the accelerator pedal as
the engine speeds up. This system helps you maintain steering control during emergency stops
by keeping the brakes from locking. Page Driving Parking brake Apply the parking brake
whenever the vehicle is parked. To set the parking brake, press the parking brake pedal down
until the pedal stops. Page Driving Pull the release lever to release the brake. Driving with the
parking brake on will cause the brakes to wear out quickly and reduce fuel economy. Page
Driving warning indicator light in the instrument cluster remains on while the engine is running,
have the system serviced immediately. Page Transmission Operation Driving Loaded vehicles,
with a higher center of gravity, may handle differently than unloaded vehicles. Extra precautions
such as slower speeds and increased stopping distance should be taken when driving a heavily
loaded vehicle. Page Driving 3. Remove the access plug with a flat head screwdriver or similar
tool. Insert a tool or screwdriver into the access hole to override the brake-shift interlock. Apply
the brake and shift into Neutral. Return the cover plug to the access hole. Start the vehicle. Page
Driving Driving with a 5â€”speed automatic transmission This vehicle is equipped with an
adaptive Transmission Shift Strategy. Adaptive Shift Strategy offers the optimal transmission
operation and shift quality. Transmission operates in gears one through five. D Drive without
Overdrive Overdrive can be deactivated by pressing the transmission control switch on the end
of the gearshift lever. If your vehicle gets stuck in mud or snow If your vehicle gets stuck in mud
or snow, it may be rocked out by shifting between forward and reverse gears, stopping between
shifts in a steady pattern. Page Driving Certain add-on devices such as large trailer hitches, bike
or surfboard racks and any device that may block the normal detection zone of the RSS system
may create false beeps. The RSS detects obstacles up to six feet two meters from the rear
bumper with a decreased coverage area at the outer corners of the bumper, refer to the figures
for Not intended for use on dry pavement. Page Driving 4. Press the desired 4WD position. Page
Driving pavement only after reducing your speed. Do not turn the steering wheel too sharply
while returning to the road surface. You may lose control if you do not slow down or if you turn
the steering wheel too sharply or abruptly. Page Driving not more. This increases traction,
enabling you to drive over terrain and road conditions that a conventional two-wheel drive
vehicle cannot. Power is supplied to all four wheels through a transfer case. On 4WD vehicles,
the transfer case allows you to select 4WD when necessary. Page Ford Motor Company joins
the U. Page Driving possibly rolling over. Whenever driving on a hill, determine beforehand the
route you will use. Do not drive over the crest of a hill without seeing what conditions are on the
other side. Do not drive in reverse over a hill without the aid of an observer. When climbing a
steep slope or hill, start in a lower gear rather than downshifting to a lower gear from a Page
Ford Motor Company recommends that caution be used with any vehicle equipped with a high
load or device such as ladder racks or pickup box cover. Page Driving Failure to maintain your
vehicle properly may void the warranty, increase your repair cost, reduce vehicle performance
and operational capabilities and adversely affect driver and passenger safety. Frequent
inspection of vehicle chassis components is recommended if the vehicle is subjected to heavy
off-road usage. Page Roadside Emergencies 50, miles 80, km on Lincoln vehicles. If you need to
arrange roadside assistance for yourself, Ford Motor Company will reimburse a reasonable
amount. To obtain reimbursement information, U. Ford or Mercury vehicles customers call ;
Lincoln vehicle customers call 1â€”â€”â€” Use the following procedure to reset the fuel pump
shut-off switch. Turn the ignition to the OFF position. Check the fuel system for leaks. Page
Roadside Emergencies Note: Always replace a fuse with one that has the specified amperage
rating. Using a fuse with a higher amperage rating can cause severe wire damage and could
start a fire. To remove a fuse use the fuse puller tool provided on the fuse panel box. Page
Roadside Emergencies Passenger compartment fuse panel top side These relays are located on
the reverse side of the passenger compartment fuse panel. See your dealer or a certified
technician for service of this relay box. Page Power Distribution Box Roadside Emergencies

Power distribution box The power distribution box is located in the engine compartment.
Always disconnect the battery before servicing high current fuses. To reduce risk of electrical
shock, always replace the cover to the Power Distribution Box before reconnecting the battery
or refilling fluid reservoirs. Page Jump Starting Roadside Emergencies Auxiliary relay box
Vehicles equipped with 4x4 The relay box is located on the front right fender well. Page
Roadside Emergencies Preparing your vehicle When the battery is disconnected or a new
battery is installed, the transmission must relearn its shift strategy. This operation is considered
normal and will not affect function or durability of the transmission. Page Roadside
Emergencies 2. Connect the negative - cable to the negative - terminal of the assisting battery.
Do not use fuel lines, engine rocker covers or the intake manifold as grounding points. Do not
connect the end of the second cable to the negative - terminal of the battery to be jumped. After
the disabled vehicle has been started and the jumper cables removed, allow it to idle for several
minutes so the engine computer can relearn its idle conditions. Page Wrecker Towing It is
recommended that your vehicle be towed with a wheel lift or flatbed equipment. Do not tow with
a slingbelt. Ford Motor Company has not approved a slingbelt towing procedure. Away from
home If you own a Ford or Mercury vehicle and are away from home when your vehicle needs
service, or if you need more help than the dealership could provide, after following the steps
described above, contact the Ford Customer Relationship Center to find an authorized
dealership to help you. Page If you own a Lincoln vehicle and are away from home when your
vehicle needs service, or if you need more help than the dealership could provide, after
following the steps described above, contact the Ford Customer Relationship Center to find an
authorized dealership to help you. Page Customer Assistance In some states in the U. Ford is
also allowed a final repair attempt in some states. In the United States, a warranty dispute must
be submitted to the The Dispute Settlement Board may not be available in all states. The
decisions of the Board are binding on Ford and, in some cases, on the dealer but not on
consumers who are free to pursue other remedies available to them under state or federal law. If
you did not take advantage of the Ford Extended Service Plan at the time of purchasing your
vehicle, you may still be eligible. Since this Explorer exp Page If your vehicle must be serviced
while you are traveling or living in Central or South America, the Caribbean, or the Middle East,
contact the nearest Ford dealership. Page Reporting Safety Defects U. Page Cleaning racks,
bumpers, side moldings, mirror housings or the windshield cowl area. These quality products
have been specifically engineered to fulfill your automotive needs; they are custom designed to
complement the style and appearance of your vehicle. Inside the vehicle, pull the hood release
handle located under the bottom left corner of the instrument panel. Go to the front of the
vehicle and release the auxiliary latch that is located under the front center of the hood. Engine
coolant reservoir 2. Engine oil filler cap 3. Power steering fluid reservoir 4. Brake fluid reservoir
5. Power distribution box 6. Battery 7. Engine oil dipstick 8. Page Maintenance and
Specifications 4. Engine oil dipstick 3. Brake fluid reservoir 4. Power distribution box 5. Battery
6. Power steering fluid reservoir 7. Engine oil filler cap 8. Air filter assembly 9. Refer to
Lubricant specifications later in this chapter. State or local regulations on volatile organic
compounds may restrict the use of methanol, a common windshield washer antifreeze additive.
Page Maintenance and Specifications 3. Set the parking brake and ensure the gearshift is
securely latched in P Park. Protect yourself from engine heat. Locate and carefully remove the
engine oil level indicator dipstick. Wipe the indicator clean. Insert the indicator fully, then
remove it again. Some oil must be removed from the engine by a service technician. Put the
indicator back in and ensure it is fully seated. Adding engine oil 1. Page Change your engine oil
according to the appropriate schedule listed in the scheduled maintenance information. Ford
production and aftermarket Motorcraft oil filters are designed for added engine protection and
long life. If a replacement oil filter is used that does not meet Ford material and design
specifications, start-up engine noises or knock may be experienced. However, for severe usage
or in high temperature climates, check the battery electrolyte level. Refer to scheduled
maintenance information for the service interval schedules. Lift the battery with a battery carrier
or with your hands on opposite corners. Page Engine Coolant Maintenance and Specifications If
the battery has been disconnected or a new battery has been installed, the clock and the preset
radio stations must be reset once the battery is reconnected. Follow your local authorized
standards for disposal. Page Maintenance and Specifications When the engine is cold, check
the level of the engine coolant in the reservoir. Page Recycled engine coolant Ford Motor
Company does NOT recommend the use of recycled engine coolant in vehicles originally
equipped with Motorcraft Premium Gold Engine Coolant since a Ford-approved recycling
process is not yet available. Page Maintenance and Specifications Used engine coolant should
be disposed of in an appropriate manner. Page Maintenance and Specifications What you
should know about fail-safe cooling 4. Page Maintenance and Specifications Never remove the

coolant reservoir cap while the engine is running or hot. Restart the engine and take your
vehicle to a service facility. Driving the vehicle without repairing the engine problem increases
the chance of engine damage. Take your vehicle to a service facility as soon as possible. Fuel
such as gasoline is highly toxic and if swallowed can cause death or permanent injury. Page
Maintenance and Specifications Refueling Fuel vapor burns violently and a fuel fire can cause
severe injuries. Page Maintenance and Specifications Octane recommendations Do not be
concerned if your engine sometimes knocks lightly. Page 10 to 30 seconds. If the problems
persist below this temperature, see your dealer or a qualified service technician. Running out of
fuel Avoid running out of fuel because this situation may have an adverse affect on powertrain
components. Page The customer warranty may be void for any damage to the fuel tank or fuel
system if the correct genuine Ford or Motorcraft fuel filler cap is not used. The fuel system may
be under pressure. If the fuel filler cap is venting vapor or if you hear a hissing sound, wait until
it stops before completely removing the fuel filler cap. Page Maintenance and Specifications
Filling the tank The advertised fuel capacity of the fuel tank on your vehicle is equal to the rated
refill capacity of the fuel tank as listed in the Refill capacities section of this chapter. The
advertised capacity is the amount of the indicated capacity and the empty reserve combined.
After at least three to five tank fill-ups, fill the fuel tank and record the current odometer reading.
Subtract your initial odometer reading from the current odometer reading. Follow one of the
simple calculations in order to determine fuel economy: Calculation 1: Divide total miles
traveled by total gallons used. Page If other than Ford, Motorcraft or Ford-authorized parts are
used for maintenance replacements or for service of components affecting emission control,
such non-Ford parts should be equivalent to genuine Ford Motor Company parts in
performance and durability. Page Maintenance and Specifications permitted to intentionally
remove an emission control device or prevent it from working. This decal identifies engine
displacement and gives some tune up specifications. Page Maintenance and Specifications 2.
While the engine idles, turn the steering wheel left and right several times. Turn the engine off.
Check the fluid level in the reservoir. Do not add fluid if the level is in this range. When
changing the air filter element, use only the Motorcraft air filter element listed. Refer to
Motorcraft part numbers in this chapter. Note: Do not start your engine with the air cleaner
removed and do not remove it while the engine is running. Page Use only fluid that meets Ford
specifications. Refer to Lubricant specifications in this chapter. Page Part Numbers Refer to
scheduled maintenance information for the appropriate intervals for changing the PCV valve.
Replace the PCV valve with one that meets Ford material and design specifications for your
vehicle, such as a
lucas starter solenoid wiring diagram
dyson dc19 parts diagram
honda shadow 750
Motorcraft or equivalent replacement part. The customer warranty may be void for any damage
to the emissions system if such a PCV valve is not used. Page Lubricant Specifications Modifier
XL-3 or equivalent to the rear axle whenever the axle has been serviced. Use of synthetic or
synthetic blend motor oil is not mandatory. Page Maintenance and Specifications Engine 4.
Page Maintenance and Specifications Vehicle identification number The vehicle identification
number VIN is a 17 digit combination of letters and numbers. The VIN number is also found on
the Certification label. The following table tells you which transmission or transaxle each code
represents. Ford Motor Company will repair or Page Index Index jumping a disabled battery..
Page Page Index service points Page Index Hood Page Index Power distribution box safety belt
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